CONNECTORS: GAPS FILL (2)
Fill in the gaps with the gerund (...ing), infinitive (to + verb) or bare infinitive (verb):

1. Do you mind _______ sport outside when there is cold weather?
2. What would you do if you couldn´t stand _______ out on your own?
3. Have you ever been prevented from _______ up for a sport by your parents?
4. Is there anything that you can´t help _______ even though you shouldn´t.
5. Would you rather _______ a tracksuit or shorts when you go running?
6. Do you ever spend money even when you can´t afford _______ anything?
7. Have you ever lost a sports competitions despite _______ the better team/player?
8. What can´t you be bothered _______ about?
9. Would you prefer _______ up a ball sport or do another type?
10. Would you be willing _______ up a new hobby in the near future?
11. Are you keen on _______ water sports?
12. Would you rather _______ around or be active?
13. Do you prefer _______ sports by yourself or with others?
14. Are you just about _______ doing a new sport or physical activity?
15. If you could afford _______ skiing, would you like to give it a go?
16. Would you sooner _______ new friends in a team or stick with the ones you have?
17. Have you ever been a natural at a sport in spite of never _______ tried it before?
18. Is it time _______ after yourself more?
19. Would you prefer _______ a gym or work out in the park?
20. Would you be reluctant _______ up going to the gym even if it were too expensive?
Answers:

1. Do you mind **doing** sport outside when there is cold weather?
2. What would you do if you couldn´t stand **working** out on your own?
3. Have you ever been prevented from **signing** up for a sport by your parents?
4. Is there anything that you can´t help **eating** even though you shouldn´t.
5. Would you rather **wear** a tracksuit or shorts when you go running?
6. Do you ever spend money even when you can´t afford **to buy** anything?
7. Have you ever lost a sports competitions despite **being** the better team/player?
8. What can´t you be bothered **to learn** about?
9. Would you prefer **to take** up a ball sport or do another type?
10. Would you be willing **to take** up a new hobby in the near future?
11. Are you keen on **doing** water sports?
12. Would you rather **laze/sit** around or be active?
13. Do you prefer **doing** sports by yourself or with others?
14. Are you just about **to start** doing a new sport or physical activity?
15. If you could afford **to start** skiing, would you like to give it a go?
16. Would you sooner **make** new friends in a team or stick with the ones you have?
17. Have you ever been a natural at a sport in spite of never **having** tried it before?
18. Is it time **to look** after yourself more?
19. Would you prefer **to join** a gym or work out in the park?
20. Would you be reluctant **to give** up going to the gym even if it were too expensive?